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L Introduction

The development of the new technologies has been earned to construction of improved and

safe afterloading brachytherapy machines, which allows more precise calculation and realisation of

the tumour's dose. On the other side there is a probability of increasing the errors during the

performance of therapy procedures. A comprehensive Quality Assurance Programme (QA) of

brachytherapy should be established as well.

The International Standard Organization (ISO) defines QA in medicine as complex of

planned and sisitematicaly actions for assurance adequate reliability so that the medical equipment

and medical procedures will be met the determined quality requrements. The Quality Control (QC)

considers checks and measurements with the purpose of reconstruction, mantaining and increasing

the quality of medical procedures and equipment.

Since 1998 Quality Control (QC) tests for microSelectron HDR afterloading machine with

'"IT source have been created and introduced regularly in our brachytherapy department This paper

does not cover the source calibration and periodical measurement of the source activity as far as

this topic has been considered and reported during the previous congress of the Bulgarian Society of

Medical Physics and Engineering

A speciaj attention has been given to the machine and software performance, source

positioning, application equipment and radiation safety. A list of tests, their frequency, tolerance

and action levels, as well as the tests' procedures have been worked out

B. Materials and methods

The methods are based on establishment of protocols. Three protocols are created for

1. The daily check's protocol includes:

• Verification of the date, time and activity calculation displayed and printed on the control

unit. The activity is compared to preliminary calculated ones and tolerance's level should

be less than 2%. The time level tolerance should be less than 15 minutes. When the

detected parameters have been found beyond the above mentioned tolerance's levels the
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responsible medical physicist should be informed in due time. The monitoring of those

parameters becomes an obligation of this medical physicist

Q Visual inspections of emergency stop system, radiation monitoring, applicators and

applicator's clamps. When malfunction has been occurred the irradiated procedure should

be stopped and the responsible medical physicist must be informed immediately.

The protocol is a part of nurses' duties. All the records and respective protocol should be

archived for certain period - for instance one year from the time of issuing.

2. The weekly check's protocol includes:

• Checking of printout of the date, time and source activity. The procedure applied towards

filling in this check is the similar as in daily's protocols but the attention is given to action

levels. When the discrepancy between activity printed out by the control unit and

preliminary calculated ones has been detected and if it is more than 2%, or the difference

between the control unifs time registration and real time is more than IS minutes the

responsible medical physicist makes corrections in the control unit's.

• The right correction for the source decay of the pre-programmed dwell tunes. The current

dwell times and source activity have taken into account based on program card previously

worked out by the medical physicist The multiplication of the current dwell times and

activity must keep the values invariant for the time when the source has been used. The

tolerance level of those values is 1%.

o Machine timer and stop watch. The programming of four dwell times (15-200-200-15

seconds) has carried out in the control unit Two-pointer timer has used for this

measurement When the source arrives in the second position then the sound effect

occurs and the timer starts to count The first pointer displays the dwell time of the

second position and the second pointer - the dwell time of the third position. Both dwell

times must be equal to 200 seconds. The tolerance between the programmed and detected

time should be less than 12%.

• Source positioning for 6 positions in 3 frequently used channels. The verification has done

by means of specially designed for this purpose C-ARM. The TV camera is placed on the

one of the C-ARM arms, on the other arm is placed ruler's holder. The ruler's holder is

composed by the plank, which is disposed orthogonal towards the camera's optical axis.

The ruler's holder is movable. The TV display shows 5cm ruler's segment and the
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enlargement scale factor is 3:1. The different dwell positions have programmed on the

control units by means of length - L, step size - S and number of the position - p. When

the microSelectron is switched on the top of the source can be viewed on the TV display.

The dwell position can be read on the ruler and the accuracy is 0.5mm. The ruler's scale

count the distance - d to the forward indexer machine surface. The positioning is

considered as art correct if the following formula is:

d=L-(P-l)*S-2 J mm,

where 2.3 mm is the distance between the top of the source capsuleand the source centre.The

tolerance is 1 mm.

This protocol involves checks of the most important interlocks. These checks carried out

when the program for patient's irradiation is executed and returning the source in the safe position

due to:

=> power failure

=> emergency stop activated from the control room side

=> door open

=» treatment tube not locked to the indexer

=> treatment tube connected to a wrong channel

=> the applicator not connected to the treatment tube

There is a special indication when the source is in the safe position - the green signal "safe" is

on. If there is no indication "safe" there are two options - the source is not in the safe position or the

light bulb is burnt out Radiation protection dosimeter carries out the verification of the source

position in both cases. When the source is in safe position the light bulb must be changed with the

new one. If the source is not in the safe position then it should be put in safe position manually by

turning the yellow key located under the equipment's lid. The last case indicated the Mure in the

accumulator's battery.

After elimination of the cause for interlock activation the irradiation treatment should be

proceed further starting from the same level as before activation.

Every single event is described in compliance with the specific error codes table. The

coincidence between the information printed out by the machine and the error code table is verified

during the tests.

The responsible medical physicist works out this protocol.
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3. The protocol is performed at the time of source exchange, It cover* all weekly checks

and in addition the following:

Q Source positioning in the applicator for 6 positions in all the 18 channels.

Q Emergency stop activated from the treatment room side

• Retraction of the source in the safe position due to:

=> Strong friction. When the irradiation program has been started the strong friction

must be induced by means of the applicator's twisting. The assurance system

first should to put in a safe position the source by the step motor or if the power

is not sufficient to overcome the friction forces the emergency stop motor should

be activated.

=> Applicator is plugged. The applicator must be twisted before the start of the

irradiation program. The assurance system should put the source automatically

into the safe position.

All these checks have to be carried out with the dummy source loaded in the treatment unit

The QC protocols have created on the base of the MS Excel and all the records are kept and

ready for review during the whole process of treatment The documents have archived for a certain

period of time and they are available at any time. The protocols are easy to perform, facilitate the

procedure of diagnostics of the equipment and strongly diminished the probability of machine and

human errors. The experience shows drastically reduction of failures during medical treatment,

ensuring the reliability of the used equipment and confidence that all the patients have treated

adequate. Where some parameter is above the tolerance it is possible to do proper corrections

measures immediately. This QA protocols give assurance that specific objectives are being

successfully met
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